Stills – Contemplation on a Painting, Colm Scully & Margaret Creedon, 2021
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BRIDGES & BORDERS
Helen Dewbery
As I was preparing this curation, the most recent war on Ukraine had just started. New
relationships were being established, old relationships tested or ended. In war, borders are
crossed and bridges are destroyed. It’s complicated and muddled. Likewise, the borders we create
in search of our own identities are also complicated and muddled.
In these poetry films there is disintegration, remnants, memories – and song. I’m reminded of the
words of Maya Angelou: a caged bird stands on the grave of dreams/ his shadow shouts on a
nightmare scream/ his wings are clipped and his feet are tied/ so he opens his throat to sing.
Thank you to Carolyn, Diek, Dariia, Tom, Eduardo, Shirley, and all the people you have worked
with, for sharing your films so willingly, for your kindness in communications, and continuing to
cross borders of creativity.
Helen Dewbery
Editor Poetry Film Live, March, 2022

Bridge Vision 1:10
by Carolyn Guinzio

A bridge is a real place between places and a metaphorical place between states of being.
Standing on a bridge— particularly a very old one like the one imagined in Bridge Vision—
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heightens the senses and the sense of connection. For all that has disintegrated, some things
remain.
“It is undone by rot, over a creek in knots of twigs
unhooked and crooked in roots that sink into its edge:
the bridge between your being here and not.” Carolyn Guinzio
Carolyn Guinzio’s latest collection, A Vertigo Book, won the Tenth Gate Poetry Prize. Her writing,
film and visual work has appeared in The New Yorker, Poetry, December, Magma, Poetry Film Live,
and many other places. Her poetry films have been included in festivals including the Poetry Film
and Video Symposium, Reel Poetry Houston, the Newgate Festival and the Cadence Poetry Film
Festival.
Mon Pays (My Country) 3:35
An animated film by Diek Grobler based on a poem by Ousmane Moussa Diagana. Set to music by
Laurinda Hofmeyr.

“My country is a palimpsest
where I strain my sleepless eyes
to hunt down memories.” Ousmane Moussa Diagana
Grobler explains that: Mon Pays was created in a very direct, intuitive manner with the principle of
metamorphosis at its very core. The poem transformed into an animated film, as in its soundtrack,
the poem transformed into a song. These transformations seem effortless due to the inherent
qualities of time, rhythm and metre shared by animation, poetry and music. Metamorphosis not
only functions as a process of creation, but also as one of conceptualisation. Conscious control
over the creative process was relinquished to chance and improvisation through the concept of
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automatism and stream of consciousness. The production relied on the immediacy of the process
of image making and the performative nature of intuitive animation.
Diek Grobler is an artist working in various media and disciplines. Since 2010 his creative and
theoretical focus has been on animated poetry-film. His films have been widely exhibited on
international animation festivals, and his work has been shortlisted twice for the Weimar Poetryfilm Award. He was awarded a PhD in Art from the University of South Africa and is an
independent researcher on Poetry-film and experimental forms of animation.
As Cherries 4:08
A motion graphic film by Dariia Kuzmych based on a poem by Olena Huseynova (translated by
Sasha Andrusyk).

This 2014 film asks:
“If I give you my letters, black as cherries
my sentences round, as apples
What will I have left?” Olena Huseynova
Ukrainian artist Dariia Kuzmych, currently lives and works in Kyiv and Berlin. After finishing her
bachelor at the Fine Art Academy in Kyiv, she completed the master program at the Berlin
University of Arts. She is working in various techniques, such as drawing, animation, installations
and text. A central point that connects these multimedia practices is that they are capturing times
of transition in a society and how it impacts an individual.
Music: Heinali
Photographs used for animations: Katya Buchatska
Camera: Stefan Stetsenko
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Salt in The Wounds 4:00
by Tom Stockley

A spoken word film where the poet reflects on their experience of queer visibility and class in a
deprived coastal town - a childhood in seaside suburbia, a changing relationship with place and
self-identity and queering the narrative of being assigned coastal at birth.
“I heard that none of us are further than 70 miles from the coast
and between the concrete and the cul-de-sacs I try to find the seas within me” Tom Stockley
Tom Stockley is a multidisciplinary artist working across the UK. Informed by a century of
counterculture and queer theory, their practice flirts with the humour, beauty and sadness of
everyday life by any means necessary. After graduating from a Fine Art BA in 2016, they have
expanded their practice to include digital design, photography, writing, short films and live
performance, often created collaboratively with other artists and in community settings.
Increasingly this has included theatre and live art.
Executive Producers: Luke Hagan, Jonas Hawkins and Claire Horrocks
Director of Photography: Benjamin Leggett
Sound Design: Audio Library PH
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Los Caballos Están Tristes (The horses are so sad) 3:40
by Eduardo Yagüe

Love is imperfect and sometimes so sad that sadness spreads all over the city. Or is that the city is
so sad that it spreads to our own selves and our personal relationships? The horses are so sad is
based on a short dialogue line from the film Our Time by Mexican filmmaker Carlos Reygadas.
Eduardo Yagüe is interested in mixing genres in his videos, searching the limits and interactions of
poetic and cinematographic languages. His works are characterized by the roles of actors,
expressive landscapes, delicate interiors and the choice of poems from prominent international
poets. Eduardo has been making videopoems and poetry short films for a decade. His works have
been awarded in international videopoetry competitions and screened at festivals, museums and
universities around the world.
Actors: Pau Vegas and Chema Marrot
Translation: Jean Morris
Music: Robert Schumann
What You can’t Take with You
by Shirley Camia
Created in response to the anti-Asian hate that arose during the COVID-19 pandemic, this
animated film poses questions to a life left behind - and at what cost. It’s a statement that can
follow the hate that just as surely arises from all national and international emergencies.
“Do you remember the reeds that closed in
before they opened up to a world engulfed
by the blues of the sky and sea”
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The music was composed by Kat Estacio, a member of Pantayo, Canada’s only all-women Filipinx
kulintang ensemble, which has been shortlisted for the Polaris Music Prize.
Shirley Camia is a Filipina-Canadian poet and filmmaker. She is the author of four collections of
poetry, including Mercy, a finalist at the High Plains Book Awards, and Children Shouldn’t Use
Knives, shortlisted for a ReLit Award and a winner of The Manuela Dias Book Design and
Illustration Award (Book Design) at the Manitoba Book Awards and an Honourable Mention at The
Alcuin Society Awards for Excellence in Book Design in Canada. 'What You can't Take with You' is
based on the poem from her collection, The Significance of Moths (Turnstone Press, 2015).
Animation: Rosie Holtam
Editor: Viktor Pesenti

––––––––––––––––
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HELEN DEWBERY has taught poetry film extensively, in person and online. Her work has appeared
internationally at poetry and film festivals, where she has also presented talks and curations. She
currently works alongside Nine Arches Press creating poetry films and book trailers with their
authors. For seven years she delivered a programme of poetry film events at Poetry Swindon
Festival, including events in the community and an outdoor projection. Her video essay ‘In Search
of the Perfect Poetry Film’, is a personal journey with a searching quality that resists easy answers
or received ideas. She has worked on projects which have included the poetry film collection
‘Nothing in the Garden’ and has edited various books of photography and poetry.
Helen is director of Poetry Film Live www.poetryfilmlive.com, her personal website is
www.helendewbery.com
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FRAME TO FRAMES : YOUR EYES FOLLOW
Ekphrastic Poetry Film Screening & Prize
Sarah Tremlett
An ekphrastic poetry film, if we are following the traditional interpretation of an ekphrastic poem,
is based on a work of art, often a painting. The film can be directly from an artwork to film, or via a
poem written on an artwork and then made into a poetry film. American poet Jorie Graham noted:
‘It is not trying to describe the painting, it is trying to speak from it’; or ‘a painting run through an
imagination’.
As a painter, poetry filmmaker and poet, ekphrastic poetry films are very interesting to me. Whilst
working on a collection of my own, I have always wanted to curate a screening on this subject.
From the earliest times to William Carlos Williams (Pictures from Brueghel and Other Poems,
1962) to Jorie Graham onwards, the subject has always inspired poets. I also feel that it is really
fascinating to discover how an original work of art can be revisioned (often many times through
different mediums) as you will see in the following curation.
I would like to thank all the poetry filmmakers for their extraordinary films and poems: Marc Neys
& H.K. Hummel, Marc Zegans & Peg Simone, Colm Scully & Margaret Creedon, Jutta Pryor and Lois
P. Jones, and Eve Kalugin. And, of course, the talented judges, who are all leaders in the field: poet
Anna Saunders; poet, artist, curator and poetry filmmaker Charles Olsen, and multimedia artist
and poetry filmmaker Mary McDonald. This will be an annual event presented at different festivals
worldwide. The winner will also be the subject of an interview at Liberated Words where I am
creating an archive resource on the subject. Thank you all for making poetry film such a
compelling and extraordinary world.
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EKPHRASTIC POETRY FILMS

Automat, Edward Hopper, 1927

On Edward Hopper’s Automat, 2022, Marc Neys
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On Edward Hopper’s Automat, 2022, Marc Neys
Filmmaker: Marc Neys
Poem: H.K. Hummel from Handmade Boats, Whale Sound Audio Chapbooks, 2010
Voice: Nic Sebastian
[this was the second film by Marc Neys on this theme]

‘On Edward Hopper’s Automat’, H.K. Hummel, 2010
Removing a single kid leather glove,
she cups the brief heat of a demitasse,
rests without disguising: she is loitering.
Girls don’t choose to idle gloom-time alone;
mothers’ warnings leaden the marrow:
other’s desires wedge in and split like trick ice.
Beyond the fence of floodlight,
fears circle and snarl like Transylvanian wolves.
One can suffer night terrors
fully awake. Sitting in the bright, tiny automat,
she is on a derelict raft, surrounded by a hundred
flares of alligator eyeshine.
Mother night, your Keres are busy scavenging.
Daughter doom and daughter sleep are adamantine
moons satelliting a magnetic body.
Oh, pity the bare-legged, full-cheeked one
protected only by a hat brim and a clutch of coins.
Someone come walk the girl home, see her safely to her door.
O

Process Notes:
In comparison with the previous version, I wanted to steer away from the suspense and wanted to
put more focus on the melancholic and loneliness. Bringing the main character of the
poem/painting in a modern more crowded setting (Antwerp). As a contrast I put in an extra screen
with flowers (but using the same in and out of focus technique) with added words. The additional
words were chosen from a book on Hopper's work for an extra connection with the artist behind
the painting. MARC NEYS
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When I was working on the poem, "On Edward Hopper's Automat" it was part of a series of poems
that studied fear. I was curious about the mythological magnitude of the feeling, and I felt like the
voyeuristic point of view in "Automat" captured that fear, and the vulnerability that sometimes
arrests us at unexpected moments. The girl seems so alone; except for the viewer, she is isolated
in that small pocket of light surrounded by darkness. Although it's clearly a cold night (she has only
removed one glove to hold her cup), much of her skin is showing beneath her coat. She is
unprepared to meet the cold, the dark. Aren't we all? H.K. HUMMEL
Belgian video poet / poetry filmmaker / sound artist MARC NEYS (aka Swoon / No One)
describes himself as a 'videopoetry and soundscape addict'. He is one of the most prolific and
skilled artists in the field, known particularly for his moody soundscapes and brave and daring
editing. He makes films in English, Flemish and German. He has released four CD’s over the last
three years and has won awards and been screened at film festivals all over the world.
https://marc-neys.bandcamp.com/music
https://vimeo.com/swoon

H.K. HUMMEL is an associate professor of English at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock. She
wrote Lessons in Breathing Underwater (Sundress Publications, 2020), and co-wrote with
Stephanie Lenox Short-Form Creative Writing: A Writers Guide and Anthology (Bloomsbury
Academic, 2018).
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Broadway Boogie Woogie, Piet Mondrian, 1942–3

Woodshed, Peg Simone & Marc Zegans, 2014

Boogie Woogie style music, Pete Johnson, circa 1938–
Broadway Boogie Woogie, Piet Mondrian, 1942–3
Woodshed, Marc Zegans, from The Underwater Typewriter, 2014
Woodshed, Peg Simone & Marc Zegans, 2014
Filmmaker & Music: Peg Simone
Poet: Marc Zegans
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From music to painting to poetry to music to film. Dutch painter Piet Mondrian arrived in New
York in 1940 to escape World War II. He was immediately inspired by the city and Pete Johnson’s
boogie woogie style of piano playing as in the piece Boogie Woogie Man (1941) Pete Johnson with
Albert Ammons https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HfRl5krmfiA. Contemporary American poet
Marc Zegans was interested in cross-disciplinary poetry and Pete Johnson’s influence on
Mondrian. The resulting poem Woodshed (from the collection The Underwater Typewriter)
became the inspiration for a piece of music and then a film by Peg Simone.

Process Notes:
The title of the poem is a reference to a term from the jazz world. When speaking to neophytes, a
seasoned player would often say, “Go behind the woodshed for two years and blow,” meaning go
somewhere private, practice and work out your voice and style. I mention this, both to give some
context for the written poem and how the title relates to the questions of voice and influence, and
because it provides some continuity with the experience of the three babies appearing in the nest
in the film. There is a real through line to the entire narrative linked in a very soft way to the title.
But I don’t want to draw too literal a connection. Peg had her own ideas about what was
happening when she made the film, and these were her own. For me though, the babies are
experiencing life, in a dance and in harmony with each other in a way that is fresh and newly alive,
in a place of safety and discovery not marred by inhibition as musicians are when they are learning
their “chops” (metaphor for skills and capabilities) behind the woodshed. Put in more
psychological terms, in the nest, they are in a safe holding environment in which they can safely
explore.
The way I made the poem it functioned as a musical score when turned on its side (I am an
amateur musician and understand music and music theory). I wrote it specifically with the idea
that it was music on a page turned sideways waiting to be played. My friend and collaborator, Peg
Simone, arranged the score and recorded a beautiful piece from this arrangement, then used the
score as the basis for a stop-motion film poem of the same name. The film poem is rooted in my
text, but the text does not appear. So the resulting film is the product of the influence of Jazz
Piano on Mondrian making his Boogie Woogie paintings, most famously Boogie Woogie Broadway,
that narrative, along with other examples of influence shaping the poem, the poem shaping a
musical recording which gave rise to a film poem whose soundtrack score was the poem itself.
MARC ZEGANS
Basically, the sheet of music is played on a loop, meaning I repeat the series more or less, with
some embellishment. I added the names of the notes on each line of words, i.e. each line of words
represented a musical note. Some were missing and I'm guessing these were the embellishments I
added as I was playing. Since it was an instrumental and no vocals accompanied the music,I used
space within the notes which I feel really was important for the overall mood & aesthetic of the
sound. PEG SIMONE
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MARC ZEGANS, a working poet, is the author of six collections of poems, most recently, The Snow
Dead (Cervena Barva Press, 2020), and La Commedia Sotterranea: Swizzle Felt’s First Folio from the
Typewriter Underground (Pelekinesis, 2019); two spoken word albums: Night Work, and Marker
and Parker; several immersive theatrical productions including, Sirens, Dreams and a Cat (cowritten with D. Lowell Wilder, 2020), and many short films. Marc lives by the coast in Northern
California. You can learn about his poetry at marczegans.com, and about his creative advisory
practice at mycreativedevelopment.com
DEBRA CATANZARO has been playing and releasing music under the name Peg Simone since 1999.
Since that time she has been based in NYC and has self-released several CD’s in addition to the
critically acclaimed “Secrets From The Storm” on Radium/Table of the Elements, a mash of dark
blues & storytelling, and collaboration with the late writer/poet Holly Anderson, and musician
Jonathan Kane. To bring her music into the visual realm she began creating stop-motion animation
videos that can be viewed on her Vimeo and YouTube channels.In 2015, she started to delve
deeper into the blending of music, storytelling and the written word with the advent of Crane
Maiden Books, a tiny boutique imprint and collaboration with book-maker craftsman, Vince Curtis,
that publishes beautifully crafted hand-bound books, each with its own personal musical
component. She has collaborated with Mary Gaitskill for the Quiet Music Festival in Portland, OR
and the Word of South Music & Literary Festival in Tallahassee, FL. She collaborated with visual
artist Linda Hall in 2019 for the Tallahassee Film Festival on a musical rendition of David Grubb’s
“Night of the Hunter”. That same year, she collaborated with poet Marc Zegans creating her most
recent animation based on his whimsical character Alpha Betsy from his book “La Commedia
Sotterranea. Currently Peg has been working on new music.

The Kiss, Gustave Klimt, 1908–09
Stills: Contemplation on a Painting, Colm Scully, 2021
‘Stills: Contemplation on a Painting’, Margaret Creedon
Director: Colm Scully
Poet: Margaret Creedon
Editor: Colm Scully
Music and Art: Margaret Creedon
Actors: Sophie Kephane & Ciarán Cronin
Sound Engineer: Conor O’Sullivan
Irish Advisor: William Creedon

Process Notes:
Margaret Creedon was the driving force behind the background scenes and actors for Stills. She is
more forward and unabashed than me when it comes to getting people to work with her. I
originally wanted to animate the whole thing, leaving me in control; reflective of my more
conservative personality. She approached two people working in a coffee shop, who she thought
would be perfect for the couple in Stills. They agreed right away, no doubt spurred by her
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The Kiss, Gustave Klimt, 1908–09

Stills – Contemplation on a Painting, Colm Scully, 2021
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enthusiasm. She set up the bedroom scene in her own house, complete with various art deco
sheets and accoutrements reflective of the Belle Époque period when Klimt created his painting.
There were two film sittings: one with the couple, and one with Mags illustrating her version of
The Kiss, in real time. I used a green screen for some of the shots, bringing away all the footage. I
also took lots of stills of her artwork. It's a love poem really, with lots of exotic words inspired by
the various elements in Klimt’s painting. She wrote the music and got the song recorded in a local
studio, complete with the Gaelic translation spoken in the background, just to add to the mystery
of the piece. As Mags reimagines the painting from the faded version in her kitchen, and adds the
words that enter her mind concerning the nature of their love, her drawing comes to life.
COLM SCULLY

‘Stills: Contemplation on a Painting’, Margaret Creedon
Grasping golden through time keys
I see this first kiss
Face grasped, twisted to your lips
An astral view as we lie spent
Byzantine threads glint
Taels and floral beds mosaic
Through the arrows view we dipped
Toe clawed precipice
Intrinsic palmer neck locked
Stay and live our mortal love
Succumb to this cup
Be brave for you and I are cleaved
Poppy and Germander Speedwells
You drink where peaches fell
I sink auburn where ravens dwell
Taste sweet berries of the night
Pure fruit, fresh delight
Breathe in this easy kiss of life

COLM SCULLY is a poet and poetry film maker from Cork, Ireland. His poems won the Cúirt New
Writing Prize in 2014 and have been anthologised and published widely. His poetry films have
been shown internationally and he won prizes at The Rabbits Heart Poetry Film Festival and
MicroMania Film Fest in 2019 and 2021.
MARGARET CREEDON is an artist, musician and poet from Cork, Ireland. She is a strong advocate
of Art in Hospitals. Her music and art have received many prizes over the years, including being a
Pan Celtic Festival Finalist and receiving a Mother Jones Award in 2020.
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La Scapigliata, Leonardo da Vinci, 1506–1508

La Scapigliata, (The Woman with Dishevelled Hair) after the painting by Leonardo da Vinci,
Jutta Pryor, 2019
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La Scapigliata, Leonardo da Vinci, 1506–1508
LA SCAPIGLIATA (The Woman with Dishevelled Hair) after the painting by Leonardo
da Vinci, Jutta Pryor, 2019
‘LA SCAPIGLIATA (The Woman with Dishevelled Hair) after the painting by Leonardo
da Vinci’, Lois P. Jones
Directed by: Jutta Pryor (Australia)
Poem by: Lois P. Jones (United States)
Performer: Rebekah Sammi Paige https://www.facebook.com/rebecca.page.5055
Sound by: Peter Verwimp (ASHTORETH) (Belgium)
https://www.facebook.com/peter.verwimp.520
Narration: Lois P. Jones (recorded by Marlena Bond) and Katia Viscogliosi
Executive Producer: Alina Sodano, Visible Poetry Project

LA SCAPIGLIATA
1.
This face, a house of stars before the fall.
Lorca’s round silence of night.
One note on the stave of the infinite,
as if the head were a hermeneutic circle
that we may know the whole through our parts.
The distance from chin to nose and roots to eyebrows.
In each of us the same.
You can feel Leonardo’s brush above the soft triangle of cheek, the light left below the eyes.
Rooms he admires but never enters, who knows what they have witnessed.
Pupils of a black moon carry the codices of more than one life.
Her thoughts cast toward a world of inner frescoes.
Here is the spirit’s underpainting awash in a clear glaze before a commitment to color
and don’t think she is unaware of her inner nudity, not as one would be conscious of a body
but the way a bolt of silk rests on the edge of a dune.
2.
She can’t stop looking in your direction.
A horizon that never makes its way toward her. Her face as a field, hatch-marks of hay. Hair
drawn from wild grasses.
When daylight fell into this small room of her, the body seemed remote.
There is a falling of hands, the light through the window making shapes until you leave.
3.
If she stepped out of her face just once
the landscape would be white foxes at twilight.
Her hand a frozen river, her mouth a creature half locked in ice.
When she looks at you without eyes you see your entire history
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as if it were the back of your head.
Winter is the god she returns to.
4.
Disheveled, undone, disarrayed, let down,
the howl of human utterances
the hair à part de ça.
Just as she is just as I was.
Fresh from the ochre linens, feet padding on worn wood leaving sunlight striped across the pillow.
Once I dreamed I awoke in her body.
It was me looking out from the petite form,
just the suggestion of a swell below the neckline,
like two koi coming up for air.
I placed my palms on each gesture.
This is what the mirror saw

Process Notes:
‘La Scapigliata’, is a poetry film collaboration produced via the Visible Poetry Project with
filmmaker Jutta Pryor, who was matched with poet Lois P. Jones. The words of the poem embrace
visual, visceral, and intellectual contexts, venturing into the depths of an intimate journey that
highlights the natural beauty and resilience of ‘woman’ reincarnated over time in a narrative
poetry film that reveals historical, societal and gender identity issues as seen through the eyes of
the poet. After comprehensive online discussion involving filmmaker Jutta Pryor (Australia), poet
Lois P. Jones (USA) and sound artist Peter Verwimp (Belgium), the four parts of the poem are fused
with an aesthetic and ecstatic vision and sound based on the iconic image of La Scapigliata, an
unfinished painting attributed to Leonardo da Vinci. JUTTA PRYOR
‘La Scapigliata’ explores the relationship between the physical and metaphysical worlds through
an examination of Leonardo da Vinci’s representation of the free-spirited and natural feminine in
the Renaissance period. The visage as well as the unbound “disheveled” hair of the model create
a dialogue between observer and painting, first as an ekphrastic exercise and later as a means to
move through various points of view. This progression starts with the physical presence and
evolves into the spirit as distinguished from the body. La Scapigliata’s denouement leaves the
viewer to consider the unbound journey of the soul as it cycles from one body and one time to
another, one life to the next. LOIS P. JONES
JUTTA PRYOR is an interdisciplinary artist focusing on both traditional and digital technologies:
printmaking, photography, moving image, sound and projection art. Pryor produces performances
and manages Dimension Art project space. Her passion is to create immersive, interactive and
transformative art for both formal and informal environments, working with local creative
communities and with international artists via online platforms. Pryor’s moving image work has
been shown at international film festivals, local projection events, the Gertrude Street Projection
Festival and Melbourne Fringe Festivals with ‘Scenes on the Yarra’ and ‘Light Impact’ at the Yarra
Sculpture Gallery. vimeo.com/pryorart
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LOIS P. JONES was a winning finalist for the 2018 Terrain Poetry Contest judged by Jane Hirshfield.
Awards include the 2018 Lascaux Single Poem Prize, the 2017 Bristol Poetry Prize judged by Liz
Berry and the Tiferet Poetry Prize. Recent anthologies include work in New Voices: Contemporary
Writers Confronting the Holocaust (Vallentine Mitchell of London – 2022); The Poet’s Quest for
God (Eyewear Publishing) and Plume 9. Jones’ first poetry collection, Night Ladder (Glass Lyre
Press) was listed for the Julie Suk Award and the Lascaux Poetry Prize. She hosts KPFK’s Poets Café
in Los Angeles, is the poetry editor of Kyoto Journal and co-hosts the long running Moonday
Poetry Series. https://vimeo.com/328643972 Visible Poetry Project www.loispjones.com/

Marche en Campagne, Jean Dubuffet, 1975
Slipped, Eve Kalugin, 2022
Slipped, from Because they aren’t home, Eve Kalugin, 2022
I’m thinking of running away
I’ve already fallen down
After all I slipped
But still look tidy
I’m surrounded by animals
I both know them
and I don’t
But I can’t escape the background
The fighting
Sirens
Those who already moved on
In their thoughts
and bodies
To new places they don’t love

Process Notes:
Dubuffet was a French painter who pioneered the concept of outsider art — moving beyond the
conventions of who is an artist to recognize the art of the child, the prisoner and the scrawler on
the walls. The imagery in my work is often drawn from everyday domestic scenes in which fears,
anxieties or doubt cast a large shadow. In this piece, the subject of the video is the central figure in
Marche en Campagne. This artwork resides in the home of a close family member, and I always
take note of its new position in the frame when walking by; its continual slippage over time. The
location of the piece is such that the reflections from its surroundings—the backdrop, the
windows, the other objects in the living room—almost always infiltrate the portrait, no matter the
time of day. As an artist, it is difficult to separate the work I make from the time and context in
which it is made. I felt drawn to this central figure in this portrait because of their stance and
23

Marche en Campagne, Jean Dubuffet, 1975

Slipped, Eve Kalugin, 2022
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complex emotional disposition at this particular moment in history. I saw reflected in the figure
refugees, prisoners, soldiers and ordinary people all simultaneously fighting and fleeing; the large
hand holding themself up, so as not to fall too quickly. The facial expression is intentionally
ambiguous; a sort of discombobulated hero. In Slipped, the figure plots their escape from the
frame and seeks refuge in the reflections from the glass, the life outside the print, where the
borders between home and exile become blurred. EVE KALUGIN
EVE KALUGIN is a Chicago-based visual artist and writer. Working across photography, video, text,
and sound, she practices in the space of video poetry; where the dissonance created between
opposing visuals and text creates friction—a liminal space set to explore phenomena. She holds a
B.A. in comparative literature from Bard College and an MFA from The School of The Art Institute
of Chicago. She has exhibited online, in print and at various exhibitions and galleries including
Woman Made Gallery, Defibrilator, ExFEST, Nightingale Cinema, Anamesa Journal and more.
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Ophelia, John Everett Millais, 1851–1852

Villanelle for Elizabeth, not Ophelia, Sarah Tremlett, 2018 & 2022
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Ophelia, John Everett Millais, 1851–1852
Villanelle for Elizabeth, not Ophelia, Sarah Tremlett, 2022
[not eligible for the prize]
Director and poem: Sarah Tremlett
Ophelias: Georgi Rees, Hatti Rees, Sarah Tremlett
Editors: James Symonds and Sarah Tremlett
Music: Anna Mayilyan, harmonised by Komitas, arranged by Daniel Yerajisht.

Villanelle for Elizabeth not Ophelia
Don’t marvel at the consolation of the deathly face
Nor his exquisite flowers, see only iced lungs dying
the suicidal woman is not a vision to celebrate
A force pressing across a room, a target he must break
bathrobe pretexts to get you alone, crying
Don’t marvel at the consolation of the deathly face
Coerce, chastise, threaten, embrace
confuse, disturb, till undenying
the suicidal woman is not a vision to celebrate
Spiked, raining devaluations, decimate
‘turn and strike you down’ exhilarating
don’t marvel at the consolation of the deathly face
Call it a dream, drugged or deluded, bent out of shape
bury in a page, a paw, or instead cry out defying
the suicidal woman is not a vision to celebrate
Not eternally framed, undead nailed to one place
This is you remember, you are not for drowning
Don’t marvel at the consolation of the deathly face
the suicidal woman is not a vision to celebrate
Note:
“turn and strike you down” is a quote from Elizabeth Siddall’s poem ‘Worn Out’, in the stanza
I cannot give to thee the love
I gave so long ago,
The love that turned and struck me down
Amid the blinding snow.
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Process Notes:
In my poetry films I quite often have to do a lot of background research. For ‘Ophelia’ it meant a
double or triple type of ekphrasis. Firstly, understanding the original character from Shakespeare:
a woman who, in simple terms, was not valued by (or had no currency for) the men in her life;
who sank into depression and suicide by drowning. Secondly, becoming familiar with the power
structures prevalent amongst the Pre-Raphaelite male artists, particularly Dante Gabriel Rossetti,
the husband of Elizabeth Siddall, the poet and artist who was also a muse. Thirdly, to delve into
the nature of destructive relationships for women today.
Unfortunately, it seems apparent that there were strong parallels between Elizabeth’s life and the
original narrative, so that John Everett Millais probably thought her an ideal subject for the role of
Ophelia. Equally, her role as victim, and one who meets a watery end, nearly repeated itself when
Millais, trying to catch her pose, left her lying in a cold bath, nearly dying of pneumonia.
Central to this painting then, is not a character or symbol but a real, vulnerable woman who was
dominated or ignored by men and gradually reaching breaking point with her mercurial husband.
His intensity of emotion began by showering her with affection, and progressed to openly having
affairs with other models, whilst locking her in, unable to sit for other artists. He changed her
name – Elizabeth Siddall to Lizzie Siddal – and for some reason, perhaps because she had been
swept away by him, she didn’t object. As an artist and poet herself, she became destabilized, and
her poems eventually reveal that she could not love him anymore.
Though some might just see beauty in the pale figure and finely executed flowers, I feel this
painting says more by what it was avoiding saying. Clearly, it wasn’t dealing with the terrible
mental life Elizabeth was having, and ultimately, she too, fuelled by drugs, committed suicide,
which was hushed up by Rossetti. Today, this type of psychological and emotional abuse is
recognized and hopefully there would be a way to get help. When I first began this poetry film it
was just after the Harvey Weinstein case and the #Me Too movement had entered the arena (yes,
some films take a long time!). How actresses were coerced in the privacy of the male space
(sometimes in hotel bathrooms) became household knowledge, as brave women found their
voices to speak out. I can also see parallels to how we analyze narcissistic men today, men who
manipulate and at the same time destroy their subjects/partners. Reading the statistics, in the UK
alone ‘around 200 women take their own lives every year, and nearly 30 attempt suicide every day
due to domestic abuse’.
Since many abusers operate in a cycle of moments they create between devaluing, rage, and
making up, I felt the repetitive lines in a villanelle offered the appropriate form to open up the
subject head on. This painting is more than it seems, so take a second look at the woman depicted,
really losing her identity in front of our eyes. As a consequence, for this ekphrastic poetry film, I
have chosen to reframe Elizabeth, not as Ophelia, her fate sealed, but to imagine that she rises
again, to write and paint and live a fulfilling life. SARAH TREMLETT
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SARAH TREMLETT is a prize-winning poetry film-maker, poet and theorist www.sarahtremlett.com
and co-director and editor of Liberated Words online www.liberatedwords.com. Her performative
poetry film Selfie with Marilyn won Maldito Festival de Videopoesia, Albacete, in 2021. A curator
and juror at festivals, she has given numerous talks on the subject and shown her work worldwide.
Recent presentations include: Fotogenia Festival, November, Mexico City, 2021 as juror, invited
speaker on The Poetics of Poetry Film, and exhibitor. VideoBardo, 25 Years, Buenos Aires, 2021: indepth interview with VideoBardo founder and director Javier Robledo on The Poetics of Poetry
Film. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=35MGD-Y0gzs
Her recent publication The Poetics of Poetry Film (Intellect Books UK, and The University of
Chicago Press USA), has been described as ‘‘A ground-breaking, encyclopedic work, an industry
Bible, and essential reading on the genre’ https://www.intellectbooks.com/the-poetics-of-poetryfilm. It has now become mandatory reading at leading universities worldwide. Other recent
publications: Earth Lines, co-editor and contributor – poem ‘Firewash’ on a mediaeval mining
ancestor, and a poetry film of the poem recently shown at ZEBRA poetry film festival, Berlin, 2021.
Projects: Frame to Frames : Your Eyes Follow is part of an ekphrastic poetry film curation and
archive at Liberated Words online. She is also developing Tree a personal family history research,
poetry film and prose project, alongside curating a family history poetry film archive at Liberated
Words.
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JUDGES

Gloucestershire poet, Anna Saunders.
Picture by Clint Randall www.pixelprphotography.co.uk

ANNA SAUNDERS has been described as ‘a poet who surely can do anything’ by The North, ‘a
modern mythmaker’ by Paul Stephenson, and Tears in the Fence said of her ‘Anna Saunders’
poetry is reminiscent of Plath – with all its alpha achievement and radiance’.
She is the author of Communion, (Wild Conversations Press), Struck, (Pindrop Press) Kissing the
She Bear(Wild Conversations Press), Burne Jones and the Fox (Indigo Dreams), and Ghosting for
Beginners (Indigo Dreams). Anna’s new book is Feverfew (Indigo Dreams). The collection has been
described as ‘rich with obsession, sensuousness and potency’ by Ben Ray, and as ‘a beautiful and
necessary collection’ by Penny Shuttle. She is also the Executive Director of Cheltenham Poetry
Festival and works as a creative writing tutor and mentor, communications specialist, journalist,
broadcaster and copywriter/editor. Anna is often inspired by painting in her poetry and Burne
Jones and the Fox was made into a poetry film by Diana Taylor of Redcliffe Films.
https://annasaunderswriter.co.uk
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Charles Olsen in Segovia, 2018. Photo Lilian Pallares.

CHARLES OLSEN (Aotearoa New Zealand, 1969) moved to Spain in 2003 drawn by his interest in
Velasquez and to study flamenco guitar. His paintings have been exhibited in Madrid, Barcelona,
Oporto, Paris, Wellington and the Saatchi Gallery, London. His short film The dance of the
brushes won second prize in the I Flamenco Short Film Festival, Madrid, 2010, and he has
published the poetry collections Sr Citizen (2011) and Antípodas (2018). His poems and
translations are included in NZ Poetry Yearbook, Landfall, Cordite Poetry Review, Blackmail Press
and Neke. Charles contributed two essays, Poetry Film in Portugal and Spain, and Poetic
Sound to ‘The Poetics of Poetry Film’ (Intellect Books 2021) and his essay, Poetry and Film in
Colombia, is included in The London Magazine, 2021.
In 2017 he was awarded the XIII distinction Poetas de Otros Mundos by the Fondo Poético
Internacional and he received the III Antonio Machado Poetry Fellowship of Segovia and Soria in
2018. Together with poet Lilián Pallares, flamenco pianist Pablo Rubén Maldonado and flamenco
dancer Selene Muñoz, he created the performance Agita Flamenco which was presented in the
New Zealand pavilion of the Venice Biennale in 2011 and the Sala Manuel de Falla of the SGAE,
Madrid, 2012. Charles and Lilián direct the audiovisual producer antenablue ‘the observed
word’ and their poetry films have been included in international festivals and featured in Moving
Poems, Poetry Film Live and Atticus Review. Their collaborative Māori language film Noho Mai,
won Best Poetry Film in the 8th Ó Bhéal International Poetry Film Festival, Cork.
http://charlesolsen.es
@colsenart
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MARY MCDONALD is a Canadian writer and multimedia artist whose work explores word through
sound, image, and movement. McDonald’s multidisciplinary practice encompasses text,
photography, poetry film, music and immersive sound, interactive AR (augmented reality)
installations, and community participatory arts projects. Her poetry films and AR installations have
been exhibited widely in Canada and internationally. McDonald’s poetry film and AR installation,
On the Margin of History was awarded first prize in Digital and Performative Multimedia Art at
Arts 2019, Surrey City Art Gallery, BC, Canada.
MaryMcDonald
Mixing the Arts
https://marymcdonald.ca/storyteller/
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